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Intrinsic Safety Hazardous Areas
Over the last two decades, fieldbus has totally
revolutionized the way communication takes place in
the fields of process control, automation, and
manufacturing industries. Recent introduction of realtime fieldbuses has opened up its application in multiaxis motor control and other time-critical
applications. Fieldbus is designed to ensure easy
interoperability, smarter network designs, increased
data availability, and lessened stress on the design
aspects of safety protocols. This second edition of
Fieldbus and Networking in Process Automation
discusses the different facets of fieldbus technology
including design, wiring, installation, and
commissioning as well as safety aspects in hostile
application areas. The book: • Explains basic
communication principles and networking—a must for
understanding fieldbuses • Considers the
advantages and shortcomings of individual
fieldbuses • Provides a broad spectrum of different
fieldbuses used in both process control and
manufacturing industries in a precise and to-thepoint manner • Introduces Common Industrial
Protocol (CIP), EtherNet/IP, EtherCAT, SERCOS III,
Powerlink, and Profinet IRT, which are mostly sought
after in control and automation fields • Discusses
hard real-time communication in a succinct
manner—so essential in today’s multi-axis motor
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control systems • Updates and streamlines the extra
details from the original book to make it more
concise and reader friendly Sunit Kumar Sen, a
member of IET, holds advanced degrees from St
Xavier’s College and University of Calcutta, both in
Kolkata, India. He was an ex-professor in the
Instrumentation Engineering section of the
Department of Applied Physics, University of
Calcutta, and taught courses in digital electronics,
communication, industrial instrumentation,
microprocessors, electrical networks, and fieldbuses.
He was the head of the Department of Applied
Physics and University Science Instrumentation
Center from 2008-2010 at the University of Calcutta.
Previously, he was assistant manager,
instrumentation (oprn.) at the Bokaro Steel Plant,
Jharkhand, India, under the Steel Authority of India
(SAIL). He has already written four books in the
areas of instrumentation, microprocessors, and
industrial automation technologies. He has been
published in approximately 70 national and
international journals and conferences.
The only EAL approved textbook for the Level 3
Diploma in Electrical Installation (600/9331/6) Fully
up-to-date with the 3rd Amendment of the 17th
Edition IET Wiring Regulations Expert advice that
has been written in collaboration with EAL to ensure
that it covers what learners need to know in order to
pass their exams Extensive online material to help
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both learners and lecturers. Written specifically for
the EAL Diploma in Electrical Installation, this book
has a chapter dedicated to each unit of the syllabus.
Every learning outcome from the syllabus is covered
in highlighted sections, and there is a checklist at the
end of each chapter to ensure that each objective
has been achieved before moving on to the next
section. End of chapter revision questions will help
you to check your understanding and consolidate the
key concepts learned in each chapter. Fully up to
date with the third amendment of the 17th Edition
Wiring Regulations, this book is a must have for all
learners working towards EAL electrical installations
qualifications.
The standard laboratory tools in the modern
scientific world include a wide variety of electronic
instruments used in measurement and control
systems. This book provides a firm foundation in
principles, operation, design, and applications of
electronic instruments. Commencing with
electromechanical instruments, the specialized
instruments such as signal analyzers, counters,
signal generators, and digital storage oscilloscope
are treated in detail. Good design practices such as
grounding and shielding are emphasized. The
standards in quality management, basics of testing,
compatibility, calibration, traceability, metrology and
various ISO 9000 quality assurance guidelines are
explained as well. The evolution of communication
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technology in instrumentation is an important
subject. A single chapter is devoted to the study of
communication methods used in instrumentation
technology. There are some areas where
instrumentation needs special type of specificationsone such area is hazardous area. The technology
and standards used in hazardous areas are also
discussed. An instrumentation engineer is expected
to draw and understand the instrumentation
drawings. An Appendix explains the symbols and
standards used in P&I diagrams with several
examples. Besides worked-out examples included
throughout, end-of-chapter questions and multiple
choice questions are also given to judge the
student's understanding of the subject. Practical and
state-of-the-art in approach, this textbook will be
useful for students of electrical, electronics, and
instrumentation engineering.
This book provides the reader with an understanding
of the hazards involved in using electrical equipment
in Potentially Explosive Atmospheres. It is based on
the newly adopted international IEC79 Series of
Standards that are now harmonizing and replacing
older national Standards. Explosion-proof
installations can be expensive to design, install and
operate. The strategies and techniques described in
this book can significantly reduce costs whilst
maintaining plant safety. The book explains the
associated terminology and its correct use - from
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Area Classification through to the selection of
explosion-protected electrical apparatus, describing
how protection is achieved and maintained in line
with these international requirements. The IEC
standards require that engineering staff and their
management are trained effectively and safely in
Hazardous Areas, and this book is designed to help
fulfill that need. A basic understanding of
instrumentation and electrical theory would be of
benefit to the reader, but no previous knowledge of
hazardous area installation is required. * An
engineer's guide to the hazards and best practice for
using electrical equipment in Potentially Explosive
Atmospheres. * Fully in line with the newly adopted
international standards, the IEC79 series. * Clear
explanations of terminology and background
information make this the most accessible book on
this subject.
Specifies the construction and testing of intrinsically
safe apperatus, intended for use in potentially
explosive atmospheres and for associated
apperatus, which is intended for connection to
intrinsically safe circuits which enter such
atmospheres. It also contains details of the text
apparatus previously published as IEC 60079-3.
The Third Edition of this best-selling text continues to
familiarize electricians with the intricate details of
performing electrical installations in hazardous
locations. Intended to serve as a general reference
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on the classes, groups, and divisions of hazardous
locations, the text provides users with a
comprehensive introduction to what hazardous
locations are and are not, before progressing to
more complex topics such as the requirements for
equipment protection systems, protection against
ignition from static electricity and lightning, and
NEC® compliance. Completely updated, Electrical
Installations in Hazardous Locations, Third Edition
now includes information on the availability of new
technology, as well as the latest national and
international codes and standards.
New edition of a text in the field of electrical safety
first published in 1966. Covers historical background
and perspective, classification of hazardous
locations and combustible materials, ignition of
gases and vapors by electrical means, and human
safety. Chapters include extensive references to
current legislation in the United States and other
countries and uniform standards promulgated by
other organizations. Appropriate for engineers;
technically sophisticated, with appendices presenting
derivations and examples of derivations. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Safety in the process industries is critical for those who
work with chemicals and hazardous substances or
processes. The field of loss prevention is, and continues
to be, of supreme importance to countless companies,
municipalities and governments around the world, and
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Lees’ is a detailed reference to defending against
hazards. Recognized as the standard work for chemical
and process engineering safety professionals, it provides
the most complete collection of information on the
theory, practice, design elements, equipment,
regulations and laws covering the field of process safety.
An entire library of alternative books (and crossreferencing systems) would be needed to replace or
improve upon it, but everything of importance to safety
professionals, engineers and managers can be found in
this all-encompassing three volume reference instead.
The process safety encyclopedia, trusted worldwide for
over 30 years Now available in print and online, to aid
searchability and portability Over 3,600 print pages cover
the full scope of process safety and loss prevention,
compiling theory, practice, standards, legislation, case
studies and lessons learned in one resource as opposed
to multiple sources
Caters for marine engineer candidates for Department of
Transport Certification as Marine Engineer Class One
and Class Two. It covers the various items of ships'
electrical equipment and explains operating principles.
David McGeorge is a former lecturer in Marine
Engineering at the College of Maritime Studies,
Warsash, Southampton. He is the author of General
Engineering Knowledge.
Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free
sources online. Pages: 32. Chapters: Anti-flash white,
Blast damper, Blast wave, Boiler explosion, Bombsuit,
Combustibility, Dust explosion, Electrical equipment in
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hazardous areas, Explosimeter, Explosion vent,
Explosives safety, Fire and Blast Information Group,
Flammability limit, Gas explosion, High-integrity pressure
protection system, Inerting system, Intrinsic safety,
Limiting oxygen concentration, Steam explosion.
Excerpt: In electrical engineering, a hazardous location is
defined as a place where concentrations of flammable
gases, vapors, or dusts occur. Electrical equipment that
must be installed in such locations is especially designed
and tested to ensure it does not initiate an explosion, due
to arcing contacts or high surface temperature of
equipment. For example a household light switch may
emit a small, harmless visible spark when switching; in
an ordinary atmosphere this arc is of no concern, but if a
flammable vapor is present, the arc might start an
explosion. Electrical equipment intended for use in a
chemical factory or refinery is designed either to contain
any explosion within the device, or is designed not to
produce sparks with sufficient energy to trigger an
explosion. Many strategies exist for safety in electrical
installations. The simplest strategy is to minimize the
amount of electrical equipment installed in a hazardous
area, either by keeping the equipment out of the area
altogether or by making the area less hazardous by
process improvements or ventilation with clean air.
Intrinsic safety, or non-incendive equipment and wiring
methods, is a set of practices for apparatus designed
with low power levels and low stored energy. Insufficient
energy is available to produce an arc that can ignite the
surrounding explosive mixture. Equipment enclosures
can be pressurized with clean air or inert gas and
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designed with various...
Unfortunately, dust explosions are common and costly in
a wide array of industries such as petrochemical, food,
paper and pharmaceutical. It is imperative that practical
and theoretical knowledge of the origin, development,
prevention and mitigation of dust explosions is imparted
to the responsible safety manager. The material in this
book offers an up to date evaluation of prevalent
activities, testing methods, design measures and safe
operating techniques. Also provided is a detailed and
comprehensive critique of all the significant phases
relating to the hazard and control of a dust explosion. An
invaluable reference work for industry, safety consultants
and students. A completely new chapter on design of
electrical equipment to be used in areas containing
combustible/explosible dust A substantially extended and
re-organized final review chapter, containing nearly 400
new literature references from the years 1997-2002
Extensive cross-referencing from the original chapters
1-7 to the corresponding sections of the expanded
review chapter
Before starting work in hazardous locations, make sure
your entire crew is prepared with a basic understanding
of fire and explosion safety in these specialized sites.
NFPA's guide provides practical advice on key issues
such as...Hazardous vx. classified locations, special
considerations for grouding and bonding, protection
against ignition from static electricity and lightning.
Follow the right precautions in every environment, from
aircraft hangars to zirconium processing plants! This
guide also includes lists of relevant codes and standards,
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books and technical articles.
Everything needed to pass the first part of the City &
Guilds 2365 Diploma in Electrical Installations Updated
in line with the 3rd Amendment of the 17th Edition IET
Wiring Regulations, this new edition covers the City &
Guilds 2365-02 course. Written in an accessible style
with a chapter dedicated to each unit of the syllabus, this
book helps you to master each topic before moving on to
the next. End of chapter revision questions enable
learners to check their understanding and consolidate
key concepts learnt in each chapter. With a companion
website containing videos, animations, worksheets and
lesson plans this resource will be invaluable to both
students and lecturers alike. The eighth edition contains:
Full-colour diagrams and photographs to explain difficult
concepts Clear definitions of technical terms to make the
book a quick and easy reference Extensive online
material to help both students and lecturers The
companion website material is available at
www.routledge.com/cw/linsley
The fourth edition of this highly readable and wellreceived book presents the subject of measurement and
instrumentation systems as an integrated and coherent
text suitable for a one-semester course for
undergraduate students of Instrumentation Engineering,
as well as for instrumentation course/paper for
Electrical/Electronics disciplines. Modern scientific world
requires an increasing number of complex
measurements and instruments. The subject matter of
this well-planned text is designed to ensure that the
students gain a thorough understanding of the concepts
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and principles of measurement of physical quantities and
the related transducers and instruments. This edition
retains all the features of its previous editions viz. plenty
of worked-out examples, review questions culled from
examination papers of various universities for practice
and the solutions to numerical problems and other
additional information in appendices. NEW TO THIS
EDITION Besides the inclusion of a new chapter on
Hazardous Areas and Instrumentation(Chapter 15),
various new sections have been added and existing
sections modified in the following chapters: Chapter 3
Linearisation and Spline interpolation Chapter 5
Classifications of transducers, Hall effect,
Piezoresistivity, Surface acoustic waves, Optical effects
(This chapter has been thoroughly modified) Chapter 6
Proximitys sensors Chapter 8 Hall effect and Saw
transducers Chapter 9 Proving ring, Prony brake,
Industrial weighing systems, Tachometers Chapter 10
ITS-90, SAW thermometer Chapter 12 Glass gauge,
Level switches, Zero suppression and Zero elevation,
Level switches Chapter 13 The section on ISFET has
been modified substantially
Unsurpassed in its coverage, usability, and authority
since its first publication in 1969, the three-volume
Instrument Engineers' Handbook continues to be the
premier reference for instrument engineers around the
world. It helps users select and implement hundreds of
measurement and control instruments and analytical
devices and design the most cost-effective process
control systems that optimize production and maximize
safety. Now entering its fourth edition, Volume 1:
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Process Measurement and Analysis is fully updated with
increased emphasis on installation and maintenance
consideration. Its coverage is now fully globalized with
product descriptions from manufacturers around the
world. Béla G. Lipták speaks on Post-Oil Energy
Technology on the AT&T Tech Channel.
Safety and Health in Confined Spaces goes beyond all
other resources currently available. International in
scope, the 15 chapters and 10 appendices cover every
facet of this important subject. A significant addition to
the literature, this book provides a confined space focus
to other health and safety concepts. Confined spaces
differ from other workspaces because their boundary
surfaces amplify the consequences of hazardous
conditions. The relationship between the individual, the
boundary surface, and the hazardous condition is the
critical factor in the onset, outcome, and severity of
accidents in these workspaces. The author uses
information about causative and other factors from
analysis of fatal accidents to develop a hazard
assessment and hazard management system. He
provides a detailed, disciplined protocol, covering 36
hazardous conditions, that addresses all segments of
work--the undisturbed space, entry preparation, work
activity, and emergency preparedness and
response--and illustrates how to use it. Safety and
Health in Confined Spaces gives you the tools you need
for preventing and responding to accidents.
This revised edition puts the most current information
about gas-handling systems and facilities at your
fingertips. The authors channeled their classroom and
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field experience into this volume, which features many
new sections such as: * Heat recovery units * Kinetic
inhibitors and anti-agglomerators * Trays and packing for
distillation and absorption towers * Compressor valves *
Foundation design considerations for reciprocating
compressors * Pressure vessel issues and components *
Nox reduction in engines and turbines * Safety
management systems This book walks you through the
equipment and processes used in gas-handling
operations to help you design and manage a production
facility. Production engineers will keep this volume on the
desktop for the latest information on how to DESIGN,
SPECIFY, and OPERATE gas-handling systems and
facilities. The book allows engineers with little or
background in production facility design to easily locate
details about equipment, processes, and design
parameters. With this volume, you will more completely
comprehend the techniques of handling produced fluids
from gas wells so your facility can be more efficient and
productive. * Revised edition puts the most current
information about gas-handling systems at your
fingertips * Features brand new sections!
Industrial Hazard and Safety Handbook (Revised
Impression) describes and exposes the main hazards
found in industry, with emphasis on how these hazards
arise, are ignored, are identified, are eliminated, or are
controlled. These hazard conditions can be due to
human stresses (for example, insomnia), unsatisfactory
working environments, as well as secret industrial
processes. The book reviews the cost of accidents,
human factors, inspections, insurance, legal aspects,
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planning for major emergencies, organization, and safety
measures. The text discusses regulations, codes of
practice, site layout, causes of building failure, condition
monitoring, non-destructive testing, hazard analysis, and
equipment design. The working environment of
employees covers air and breathing, lighting and vision,
noise and hearing, heat and comfort, fatigue and rest
breaks, industrial hygiene and toxicology, or personal
protective clothing and devices. The text also points out
that some common industrial hazards are due to poor
housekeeping (greasy floors, scattered tools), slipped
disc (due to wrong handling of heavy loads), falls, falling
objects, static electricity, lifting tackles, and wheeled
transport inside factories. The book is intended for safety
specialists, managers, and engineers responsible for
design, production, inspection and maintenance in
industry. The book will also be helpful for insurers or
lawyers whose work is concerned with industrial
accidents and their consequences.
In two editions spanning more than a decade, The
Electrical Engineering Handbook stands as the definitive
reference to the multidisciplinary field of electrical
engineering. Our knowledge continues to grow, and so
does the Handbook. For the third edition, it has
expanded into a set of six books carefully focused on a
specialized area or field of study. Each book represents
a concise yet definitive collection of key concepts,
models, and equations in its respective domain,
thoughtfully gathered for convenient access. Sensors,
Nanoscience, Biomedical Engineering, and Instruments
provides thorough coverage of sensors, materials and
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nanoscience, instruments and measurements, and
biomedical systems and devices, including all of the
basic information required to thoroughly understand each
area. It explores the emerging fields of sensors,
nanotechnologies, and biological effects. Each article
includes defining terms, references, and sources of
further information. Encompassing the work of the
world’s foremost experts in their respective specialties,
Sensors, Nanoscience, Biomedical Engineering, and
Instruments features the latest developments, the
broadest scope of coverage, and new material on
multisensor data fusion and MEMS and NEMS.
Standard specifies the construction and testing of
intrinsically safe apparatus intended for use in Class I,
Zone 0, 1, or 2 hazardous (classified) locations as
defined by the National Electrical Code, ANSI/NFPA 70
and for associated apparatus, which is intended for
connection to intrinisically safe circuits which enter such
atmospheres.
Everything needed to pass the first part of the City &
Guilds 2365 Diploma in Electrical Installations Aligned
with the 17th edition IET Wiring Regulations
Amendments, this new edition has been fully updated to
cover the City & Guilds 2365-02 course. Written in an
accessible style with a chapter dedicated to each unit of
the syllabus, this book helps you to master each topic
before moving on to the next. End of chapter revision
questions enable learners to check their understanding
and consolidate key concepts learnt in each chapter.
With a brand new website containing videos, animations
worksheets and lesson plans this resource will be
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invaluable to both students and lecturers alike.
The Instrument and Automation Engineers’ Handbook
(IAEH) is the #1 process automation handbook in the
world. Volume one of the Fifth Edition, Measurement and
Safety, covers safety sensors and the detectors of
physical properties. Measurement and Safety is an
invaluable resource that: Describes the detectors used in
the measurement of process variables Offers
application- and method-specific guidance for choosing
the best measurement device Provides tables of detector
capabilities and other practical information at a glance
Contains detailed descriptions of domestic and overseas
products, their features, capabilities, and suppliers,
including suppliers’ web addresses Complete with 163
alphabetized chapters and a thorough index for quick
access to specific information, Measurement and Safety
is a must-have reference for instrument and automation
engineers working in the chemical, oil/gas,
pharmaceutical, pollution, energy, plastics, paper,
wastewater, food, etc. industries. About the eBook The
most important new feature of the IAEH, Fifth Edition is
its availability as an eBook. The eBook provides the
same content as the print edition, with the addition of
thousands of web addresses so that readers can reach
suppliers or reference books and articles on the
hundreds of topics covered in the handbook. This feature
includes a complete bidders' list that allows readers to
issue their specifications for competitive bids from any or
all potential product suppliers.
Trevor Linsley's textbooks have helped thousands of
students to gain their electrical installation qualifications.
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In a concise and practical way, Basic Electrical
Installation Work supports the City & Guilds 2330 Level 2
Certificate in Electrotechnical Technology. Units covered:
Unit 1 Working effectively and safely in the
electrotechnical environment Unit 2 Principles of
electrotechnology Unit 3 Application of health and safety
and electrical principles Unit 4 Installation (Buildings &
Structures) The fifth edition has been updated in line with
the 17th Edition Wiring Regulations so that students can
be sure to work to the latest regulations. The structure of
the book has been overhauled and it now covers each
learning outcome in a dedicated chapter. Learning
features, such as key facts, definitions, safety tips and
end of chapter questions with answers help students to
check their understanding and revise for the exams. The
text is highly illustrated and the book is now in full colour.
For lecturers: http://textbooks.elsevier.com/web/product_
details.aspx?isbn=9780750687508 Tutor Support
Material DVD covering both Level 2 and 3 is available
with ISBN 978-0-7506-8750-8.
The author explains the various environmental and
health hazards due to electricity in its many forms, and
sets out methods and practices to reduce risks (including
operations in specialised environments such as
explosive atmospheres and flammable dusts). The book
should be valuable reference material not only to
practising electrical engineering students, but also for
personnel and safety managers with responsibility for
safety in the workplace.
This is a book with a unique pedagogical approach to
teach how to design Fieldbus networks. It has been
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designed and used as a textbook to teach senior and
graduate level engineering students how to design
Fieldbus networks even for the most complicated
hazardous environments. The book is enriched with
many realistic design examples using the most recent
intrinsically safe design practices like High Power Trunk
and Split-entity barriers. Both students and practicing
engineers can benefit from its approach and learn design
principles through design examples. Highlights of the
book: * Incorporates latest engineering
recommendations for designing Foundation Fieldbus
networks, * Includes design guidelines and
recommendations used by experienced design teams of
major corporations for designing Foundation Fieldbus
networks, * 37 realistic design examples with detailed
solutions which leads the reader step-by-step through
the design process, * Incorporates numerous design
examples utilizing contemporary intrinsically safe design
methods like; FISCO, FNICO, High Power Trunk, HPT,
Entity and Split-entity methods, * Design examples
applying alternative IS design methodologies which
enables the reader to compare complexities of different
IS design methods, * Utilizes and points out freely
available engineering resources and Computer-AidedEngineering tools for designing Fieldbus networks, *
Utilizes unique and systematic design procedures
developed by the author to design Fieldbus networks,
handling many levels of complexities encountered during
the design process systematically, * Provides up-to-date
design specifications for Foundation Fieldbus networks
as it is being practiced in the most demanding
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applications today.
This book distils into a single coherent handbook all the
essentials of process automation at a depth sufficient for
most practical purposes. The handbook focuses on the
knowledge needed to cope with the vast majority of
process control and automation situations. In doing so, a
number of sensible balances have been carefully struck
between breadth and depth, theory and practice,
classical and modern, technology and technique,
information and understanding. A thorough grounding is
provided for every topic. No other book covers the gap
between the theory and practice of control systems so
comprehensively and at a level suitable for practicing
engineers.
In Mining Engineering operations, mines act as sources
of constant danger and risk to the miners and may result
in disasters unless mining is done with safety legislations
and practices in place. Mine safety engineers promote
and enforce mine safety and health by complying with
the established safety standards, policies, guidelines and
regulations. These innovative and practical methods for
ensuring safe mining operations are discussed in this
book including technological advancements in the field. It
will prove useful as reference for engineering and safety
professionals working in the mining industry, regulators,
researchers, and students in the field of mining
engineering.
This book is a comprehensive work covering all the
relevant aspects of electrical distribution engineering
essential for a practising engineer. The contents, culled
from scattered sources like technical books, codes,
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pamphlets, manufacturers' specifications, and
handbooks of State Electricity Boards, Electrical
Inspectorates, Bureau of Standards, etc.....
The Health and Safety at Work Act, together with current
and impending EU Directives, obliges those responsible
for hazardous areas, those who work in such areas and
those who supply equipment for use in such areas to
demonstrate that they have taken all necessary and
reasonable steps to prevent fires and explosions. This
book addresses these issues, seeks to explain the ever
increasing complexity of standards and codes pertaining
to this field and describes their method of application and
the application of other procedures to assist those
involved. The only book which provides comprehensive
cover of this vital area Written by a leading
Internationally recognised UK authority in this field
A resource on position sensor technology, including
background, operational theory, design and applications
This book explains the theory and applications of the
technologies used in the measurement of linear and
angular/rotary position sensors. The first three chapters
provide readers with the necessary background
information on sensors. These chapters review: the
working definitions and conventions used in sensing
technology; the specifications of linear position
transducers and sensors and how they affect
performance; and sensor output types and
communication protocols. The remaining chapters
discuss each separate sensor technology in detail.
These include resistive sensors, cable extension
transducers, capacitive sensors, inductive sensors,
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LVDT and RVDT sensors, distributed impedance
sensors, Hall Effect sensors, magnetoresistive sensors,
magnetostrictive sensors, linear and rotary encoders,
and optical triangulation position sensors. Discusses
sensor specification, theory of operation, sensor design,
and application criteria Reviews the background history
of the linear and angular/rotary position sensors as well
as the underlying engineering techniques Includes endof-chapter exercises Position Sensors is written for
electrical, mechanical, and material engineers as well as
engineering students who are interested in
understanding sensor technologies.
Plant Hazard Analysis and Safety Instrumentation
Systems is the first book to combine coverage of these
two integral aspects of running a chemical processing
plant. It helps engineers from various disciplines learn
how various analysis techniques, international standards,
and instrumentation and controls provide layers of
protection for basic process control systems, and how,
as a result, overall system reliability, availability,
dependability, and maintainability can be increased. This
step-by-step guide takes readers through the
development of safety instrumented systems, also
including discussions on cost impact, basics of statistics,
and reliability. Swapan Basu brings more than 35 years
of industrial experience to this book, using practical
examples to demonstrate concepts. Basu links between
the SIS requirements and process hazard analysis in
order to complete SIS lifecycle implementation and
covers safety analysis and realization in control systems,
with up-to-date descriptions of modern concepts, such as
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SIL, SIS, and Fault Tolerance to name a few. In addition,
the book addresses security issues that are particularly
important for the programmable systems in modern
plants, and discusses, at length, hazardous atmospheres
and their impact on electrical enclosures and the use of
IS circuits. Helps the reader identify which hazard
analysis method is the most appropriate (covers ALARP,
HAZOP, FMEA, LOPA) Provides tactics on how to
implement standards, such as IEC 61508/61511 and
ANSI/ISA 84 Presents information on how to conduct
safety analysis and realization in control systems and
safety instrumentation
Instrument Technology, Volume 1 focuses on the
instruments used in the measurement, recording, and
control of critical variables in industrial processes. More
specifically, measurements of pressure, liquid level in a
tank or vessel, flow, and temperature are discussed.
Instruments are classified according to the physical
principle upon which they are based. The discussion
begins by introducing the reader to the system of units of
measurement used throughout the text. This topic is
followed by four chapters, each dealing largely with the
mathematics and physics of the instruments, which are
classified according to the decimal system. The first
chapter describes the principles on which the
measurement of pressure and the transmission of force
by a fluid depend. Before considering the actual methods
of measuring pressure, the book first explains the
difference between absolute and differential pressure.
The second chapter discusses how the level of liquid in a
tank or vessel is measured using direct methods and
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pressure-operated types. The third chapter focuses on
the measurement of flow using quantity meters and rateof-flow meters. The final chapter is concerned with
temperatures measured on different thermometers and
the two fixed points used to compare such
measurements: the lower fixed point (ice-point) and the
upper fixed point (steam-point). This book is intended for
instrument and chemical engineers, as well as for
students studying both craftsmen and technician
courses.
Electric Motor Handbook aims to give practical
knowledge in a wide range of capacities such as plant
design, equipment specification, commissioning,
operation and maintenance. The book covers topics
such as the modeling of steady-state motor performance;
polyphase induction, synchronous, and a.c. commutator
motors; ambient conditions, enclosures, cooling and loss
dissipation; and electrical supply systems and motor
drives. Also covered are topics such as variable-speed
drives and motor control; materials and motor
components; insulation types, systems, and techniques;
and the installation, site testing, commissioning, and
maintenance. The text is recommended for engineers
who are in need of a convenient guide in the installation,
usage, and maintenance of electric motors.
Wireless communication has emerged as an
independent discipline in the past decades. Everything
from cellular voice telephony to wireless data
transmission using wireless sensor networks has
profoundly impacted the safety, production, and
productivity of industries and our lifestyle as well. After a
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decade of exponential growth, the wireless industry is
one of the largest industries in the world. Therefore, it
would be an injustice if the wireless communication is not
explored for mining industry. Underground mines, which
are characterized by their tough working conditions and
hazardous environments, require fool-proof mine-wide
communication systems for smooth functioning of mine
workings and ensuring better safety. Proper and re- able
communication systems not only save the machine
breakdown time but also help in immediate passing of
messages from the vicinity of underground working area
to the surface for day-to-day normal mining operations
as well as for speedy rescue operations in case of
disaster. Therefore, a reliable and effective commucation system is an essential requisite for safe working,
and maintaining requisite production and productivity of
underground mines. Most of the existing systems
generally available in underground mines are based on
line (wired) communication principle, hence these are
unable to withstand in the disaster conditions and dif?cult
to deploy in inaccessible places. Therefore, wireless
communication is an indispe- able, reliable, and
convenient system and essential in case of day-to-day
normal duty or disaster situations.
This book provides designers and operators of chemical
process facilities with a general philosophy and approach
to safe automation, including independent layers of
safety. An expanded edition, this book includes a
revision of original concepts as well as chapters that
address new topics such as use of wireless automation
and Safety Instrumented Systems. This book also
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